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Introduction: In a three part series, you are invited to look at Schoenstatt’s guidelines for 

living in uncertain times. Father Joseph Kentenich, the founder of Schoenstatt, used the image 

of a pendulum to illustrate faith in challenging times. With our human thinking we want 

certainty similar to standing firmly on a soap box1 that sits solidly on the ground rather than 

the security of a pendulum held from just one place where the string is attached at the top. 

When times are difficult, we are challenged to make the leap upward to[ward] divine 

security2. In the first part, we see how Mary is an example of pendulum security showing us 

how to turn trustingly to God even if we don’t understand everything about the confusing 

situations around us.  

We begin with pondering the fatherly wisdom of Schoenstatt’s founder, Father Joseph 

Kentenich.  

Our fear is frequently grounded in the expectation that something unknown or 

uncertain is about to take place. One can sense that the world today is in just such a 

state.3 

WOW! Father Kentenich sounds like he is looking at the signs of OUR times today, right? We 

are a nation of control freaks. We find a sense of security when we are in control, when 

everything is under control. And we lose our peace when life is out of control! 

But control is an illusion. Lack of control causes us a great deal of anxiety. Yet consider: We 

have no total control - except over ourselves, over our responses. 

Reflection question:  Name some situations that cause you anxiety over which we have no 

control? 

Our reflection continues: If I have no control and I am powerless, where do I find my security? 

Father Kentenich tells us:  

                                                           
1  A soapbox is a raised platform which one stands on to make an impromptu speech, often about a political subject. 

The term originates from the days when speakers would elevate themselves by standing on a wooden crate originally 

used for shipment of soap or other dry goods from a manufacturer to a retail store. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soapbox 
2  J. Kentenich, Talk for couples, Milwaukee, January 14, 1957, as quoted in Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 171. 
3  J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 192. 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/impromptu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soap
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And that’s the way it is today: security and insecurity live side-by-side…There are three 

laws –  

First: Security and insecurity are side-by-side. 

Second: In every security is insecurity. 

Third: The purpose of insecurity is perfect security in the hand of God… 

We will only find complete security in the beatific vision [at the end of our lives].4 

Reflection questions: Can you give an example of when security and insecurity have been 

intertwined in an event in your life or in the life of someone else? (For example in Mary’s life.) 

What about us? We need to start with a solid foundation, to build our house upon rock. That 

solid foundation is a strong faith in God. In a sermon on December 22, 1963, Father Kentenich 

said:  

In the final analysis my hand lies in the hand of the Eternal, the Infinite. ‘In you, O Lord, 

I take refuge; let me never be put to shame’. Psalm 31:15  

Reflection question:  What is the dear God trying to say to us with the passage from Psalm 

31:1? 

As we continue, we see that Schoenstatt has a message, the proclamation of a divine plan as 

exemplified in the life of Mary, the Mother of God. We are challenged to grow in willingness 

to fulfill this plan with the surrender of our whole being. Schoenstatt’s founder shows this in 

his example of following God’s will even into the prison of Dachau during the Second World 

War.  

Do with me what you want, I am convinced that the way you show me, that the goal you 

show me, that the means you give me, are always right and always the most successful 

ones.6 

If I have this conviction too, then there is no turning back. Thus in whom do I trust? I trust 

God. I trust the Blessed Mother, the chosen instrument of God. Those who follow Mary follow 

Christ and thus follow God. … Trust in Mary consists in following her. 

Reflection question:  What examples from Mary’s life show that she trusted in God in 

difficult situations? 

Now we consider, where can I place my trust? Trust helps us grow in a twofold way of 

thinking. Firstly, we grow in the sure expectation that God provides. Secondly, we grow 

through being called to cooperate with Mary’s help. Mary leads us, but she doesn’t carry us!7 

Those who have this confidence even have to be bold – bold in daring, bold in their endeavors, 

bold in their aims, and bold in their commitment.8 We want to fight the good fight! 

In his fatherly wisdom, Father Joseph Kentenich said:  

                                                           
4 J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 173. 
5 Quote from the back cover of Schoenstatt University of Trust. 
6 Schoenstatt University of Trust, 138-139. 
7 Cf. Schoenstatt University of Trust, 161. 
8 Schoenstatt University of Trust, 162.  
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“When God takes away all our supports, it is so that He can become our whole support. 

… For this reason we should place all our trust in Him! ... Firstly, [I] place all my trust 

in my total surrender! ... Secondly, [I] find the key to mastering life in the spirit of faith, 

not in the flooding of my mind with images. And thirdly, [I] no longer even worry about 

myself; [I] turn the focus from my own dilemma and look to God alone.”9 

What does Father Kentenich mean that in order to master life in the spirit of faith, we should 

not flood our minds with images? What images might pull us down when we are in uncertain 

times? 

Reflection Questions:  When has God taken away supports in my life so that he could be my 

whole support?  

Do you have an example of someone who has decided, in a difficult 

time, to not worry about themselves but have turned their focus to 

God and serving others? 

Living pendulum security: Venerable M. Emilie Engel 

I want to become a miracle of trust. (Sister M. Emilie)  

Sister M. Emilie learned to trust like a child. The fear which she had endured for a long time 

was transformed into a positive vitality, into an unshakable trust.  

Before Sister M. Emilie could experience miracles of trust she had to trust and take the risk. 

She had to endure many afflictions and experience her utter helplessness. But she prayed like a 

trusting child: I am certain that you will not let me fall and sink but draw me forever into your 

father heart.  

What Sister M. Emilie learned was that undreamt of energies can be aroused in a person once 

she places her trust in God. In the same way there is scarcely anything that that moves God’s 

fatherly will to help and honors him as our Father as does His children’s trust in Him. The 

more completely Sister M. Emilie trusted him, the more abundantly did she experience his 

help.  

But even when God hurt her she trusted him. She trusted him so implicitly that she wrote down 

the words from the book of Job: Even if he kills me I will hope in him. Everything else – hope, 

confidence, the courage to face life – came as a result of her strong faith. God thought Sister 

M. Emilie capable of a great deal, but he also granted her the close relationship of a child with 

the Father. Many were able to see that she lived what had become a life experience for her: To 

the degree to which we ourselves are children of trust we can be a staff, support, light and sun 

for others in difficult times.10 

                                                           
9 J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 151. 
10 Sister M. Emilie Novena, A Mission for People Today, Day Three, R. v. Schoenebeck, 37-39. 
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